INT: TOUR BUS. GUIDE STANDS UP FRONT. TOURISTS ARE SCATTERED
THROUGHOUT
GUIDE
Attention Carnival Cruise
Passengers! Welcome to the magical
world of Belize! It’s
Un-Belizeable! We are going to take
a wonderful tour of our district’s
capital city, Punta Gorda. You will
be immersed in the beautiful
culture of the people of Belize.
Welcome and enjoy!
BEAT 1: RAINFOREST
SARAH
I have kind of--kind of a racist
question to ask?
GUIDE
Um, go right ahead.
SARAH
I’ve heard that sometimes Belize
can be very unsafe. That sometimes
people get kidnapped?
GUIDE
Oh no. Belize is very safe. I
assure you, no one will be
kidnapped, sold into sexual
slavery, or murdered.
SARAH
That’s incredibly specific.
GUIDE
Look out your window now! There’s
so many trees! The magic of Belize
is everywhere!
KECHI
I’m sorry--I can’t get past the
murder thing? Has that happened
before?
GUIDE
Oh look, the magical Scarlet macaw!
They come out of hiding just once
every 10 years.

(CONTINUED)
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CODY
That’s just not true. They’re rare,
but not...hibernators.
GUIDE
THEY ARE SO MAJESTIC EVERYONE LOOK
AT THE MACAW.
BEAT 2: HARBOR STREET
CODY
Does that bird have a shiv-GUIDE
--MOVING out of the jungle, we’re
approaching the lovely Harbor
Street. A local hub for commerce
and recreation.
GABE
What kinds of...safe
activities...are there to do in
Belize?
GUIDE
Well I’m glad you asked sir, you
could rent a boat and explore the
Belize Barrier Reef. You could even
discover the mysteries of the
ancient Mayan Ruins!
GABE
Huh...It kind of looks like people
just spray paint everything and
stand around menacingly.
NOA
Is...weapon manufacturing big here?
They all look like they have
weapons...
GUIDE
No no no, mostly we just explore
the reef and discover the ruins.
You can all relax, you will not be
beaten over the head with a
blackjack and have your Mastercard
stolen anywhere around here (To
Driver) Hurry up!

3.

BEAT 3: THE HARBOR
GABE
I hadn’t even considered that a
possibility.
GUIDE
And here we have harbor street’s
eponymous harbor. From fishing
vessels to tradeships, you can find
them all here. Soak up our
wonderful coastal culture!
KECHI
What’s in those ships?
GUIDE
Well, while Belize exports a large
amount of oil and petroleum
products, we’re also known for our
sugar cane and bananas!
MOLLY
What about all those sad looking
women in that cargo container?
GUIDE
Oh..uh, ignore them.
They’re...inspectors. Yup.
Inspecting the cargo containers’
contents. We only export the very
best!
MOLLY
There’s an awful lot of them to be
inspectors.
GUIDE
Belizean quality standards are very
very high.
MOLLY
Oh god, one of them is waving a
tiny American flag. She’s screaming
something--I can just barely make
it out. "OH--God--Help--Me."
GUIDE
We’re going to move on to the end
of our tour, the wonderful La Cunta
end at which you’ll be staying for
the night.
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KECHI
La...Quinta?
GUIDE
Sure.
BEAT 4: LA QUINTA
SARAH
I would feel a lot safer back on
the ship.
KECHI
Yeah, can’t we go back?
GUIDE
Belize-Louise guys, don’t you want
to take in the culture of another
country?
NOA
That’s not even a La Quinta. It
says La Cunta
GUIDE
Oh, that’s just the Belizean Creole
spelling.
GABE
There’s dead bodies everywhere!
GUIDE
They’re sleeping outside to see the
stars!
MOLLY
Those little girls are chained
together!
GUIDE
Belizean girl scouts!
KECHI
That man just shouted "I am a human
trafficker"
GUIDE
It’s just his accent!
SARAH
But the official language of Belize
is English!
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GUIDE
Oh fine, I give up - you win.
You’re just a bunch of Bullies
(belize)
CODY
We’re all gonna die, aren’t we.
GUIDE
Oh, of course you are.

